NEW FICTION – JANUARY 2021

CHRISTIAN
Gray, Shelley Shepard. A Perfect Amish Romance [Berlin Bookmobile, #1]

COMICS | GRAPHIC NOVELS
Infinitum: An Afrofuturist Tale

FANTASY
Anderson, Kevin J. Vengewear [Wake the Dragon #2]
Kelly, Greta. The Frozen Crown
Martin, George R.R. Deuces Down [Wild Cards #12]

GENERAL
Burdick, Serena. Find Me in Havana
Eaton, Ellie. The Divines
English Medley, Emily. From the Moon I Watched Her
Grushin, Olga. The Charmed Wife
Harrison, Jamie. The Center of Everything
Loedel, Daniel. Hades, Argentina
Probst, Jennifer. Our Italian Summer
Schwarz, Liese O’Halloran. What Could Be Saved
Seligman, Katherine. At the Edge of the Haight
Tarkington, Ed. The Fortunate Ones
HISTORICAL
Charyn, Jerome. Sergeant Salinger
Gifford, Elisabeth. The Good Doctor of Warsaw
Haynes, Natalie. A Thousand Ships
Hubbard, Ladee. The Rib King
Iggulden, Conn. The Gates of Athens
Moss, Sarah. Summerwater
Robson, Jennifer. Our Darkest Night: A Novel of Italy and the Second World War
Smith, Michael Farris. Nick
Stewart, Amy. Deer Miss Kopp [Kopp Sisters #6]
Wingate, Marty. Glamour Girls

MYSTERY | DETECTIVE
Adams, Ellery. Ink and Shadows [Secret, Book and Scone Society #4]
Brown, Rita Mae. Out of Hounds [Sister Jane #13]
Childs, Laura. Egg Shooters [Cackleberry Club #9]
Coco, Nancy. Death Bee Comes Her [Oregon Honeycomb #1]
Dorsey, Tim. Tropic of Stupid [Serge Storms #24]
Engberg, Katrine. The Butterfly House
Fellowes, Jessica. The Mitford Trial [Mitford Murders #4]
Fowler, Christopher. Bryant & May: Oranges and Lemons [Peculiar Crimes #17]
Goldberg, Lee. Bone Canyon [Eve Ronin #2]
Hambly, Barbara. House of the Patriarch [Benjamin January #18]
Masters, Pricilla. A Game of Minds [Claire Roget Forensic Mystery #3]
McKevett, G.A. Murder at Mabel’s Motel [Granny Reid #3]
Meier, Leslie. Irish Parade Murder [Lucy Stone #27]
Murphy, Stacie. A Deadly Fortune
O’Donnell, Paraic. The House on Vesper Sands
Pronzini, Bill. The Paradise Affair [Carpenter and Quincannon #9]
Quartey, Kwei. *Sleep Well, My Lady* [Emma Djan Investigation #2]
Redmond, Heather. *Tattooed to Death* [Journaling Mystery #2]
Schaffhausen, Joanna. *Every Waking Hour* [Ellery Hathaway #4]
St. James, Dorothy. *The Broken Spine* [Beloved Bookroom #1]
Tracy, P.J. *Deep into the Dark* [Det. Margaret Nolan]
Walker, Laura Jensen. *Hope, Faith, and a Corpse* [Faith Chapel #1]

**ROMANCE**

Bonidan, Cathy. *The Lost Manuscript*
Rosche, Janine. *Glory Falls* [Madison River #3]
Shalvis, Jill. *The Forever Girl* [Wildstone #6]
St. George, Harper. *The Heiress Gets a Duke* [Gilded Age Heiresses #1]

**SCIENCE FICTION**

Chen, Mike. *We Could Be Heroes*
Flint, Eric. *The Macedonian Hazard*
Krentz, Jayne Ann. *All the Colors of Night* [Fogg Lake #2]
Weber, David. *Into the Light* [Out of the Dark #2]

**SHORT STORIES**

Smith, Alexander McCall. *Pianos and Flowers: Brief Encounters of the Romantic Kind*

**SUSPENSE | THRILLER**

Bruce, Camilla. *In the Garden of Spite: A Novel of the Black Widow La Porte*
Childs, Lincoln. *The Scorpion’s Tail* [Nora Kelly #2]
Foster, Fiona King. *The Captive*
Hawkins, Rachel. *The Wife Upstairs*
Hurwitz, Gregg. *Prodigal Son* [Orphan X #6]
Lowe, Katie. *Possession*
Malerman, Josh. *A House at the Bottom of a Lake*
Petrie, Nick. *The Breaker* [Peter Ash #6]
Pinter, Jason. *A Stranger at the Door* [Rachel Marin #2]
Reinard, Cara. *Sweet Water*

Rosalund, Anders. *Knock Knock*

Taylor, Brad. *American Traitor* [Pike Logan #15]